How to Do a
Sidelying Release (SLR)
SLR created by Dr. Carol J Phillips
For more about Dr. Carol J Phillips, go to: https://dynamicbodybalancing.com
Images and more information can be found in
The Breech Release: Opening Pathways for Midwifery and Prenatal Bodywork

1) Preparation

3) Lifting & Setting Down Leg

5) Lifting & Returning the Leg

Find a firm surface like a massage
table, bed, or couch where the
birthgiver can extend their legs
while lying supported facing out.
Make sure the surface is high
enough so that when the
birthgiver lifts and hangs their leg
off of the side, it doesn’t touch the
floor or any other object.

After the pregnant person is
positioned on the edge of
the table, ask them to lift
their top leg up and then
forward while slowly
bringing it down so that it
hangs freely. Some may find
flexing the foot to be helpful
in this process, and others
may not. Supporting the hip
and keeping the buttocks
stacked is essential for this
position to be effective.

After a drop in the leg or when
it seems like a full release has
occurred (around 2.5 minutes),
ask them to lift their leg back
up to their starting position.
They have returned to where
they had begun.

2) Positioning with Support
Invite the birthgiver to lie on their
side on the table while you are
standing in front of them. Hold
your fist down on the table’s edge
and have them scoot over until
their hip, not belly, touches your
fist. A person or a sturdy chair can
be used by the birthgiver to
stabilize the top half of their body.
Ask them to straighten their legs.
Their body should be stacked
evenly- the shoulders are stacked
one on top of the other, and their
hips/buttocks are stacked. Their
neck is supported by a small
pillow so that their spine is
straight. The practitioner places
their hands on top of the superior
iliac crest to keep the buttocks
stacked and to hold the birthgiver
in place.

4) Holding the Stretch
with Support
For some people, a little bit of
compression while stabilizing the
hip allows for increased relaxation.
After the leg is first lowered off the
side of the table, notice where the
leg is hanging. Over time, you
might see a slow release and drop
of the foot. Some people are
“helpers” who may not even realize
they are still holding their leg up
when it is supposedly released.
This is a beautiful time to draw
attention to letting go.

Please do both sides as this
activity is bringing balance to
the body.

Note: Track your clients throughout the
technique. Embodied consent is more
important than the technique itself.

*More information can also be found on
the Spinning Babies® website.

Contact us
www.thebreechrelease.com

